
Work of a Physicist 

• Experiment design, analysis? 
 
à mini-studies of technical issues 

• state the problem clearly 
• make (appropriate) approximations 
• do calculations 
• look for scaling laws, simple patterns in results 
• state conclusions clearly, including systematic errors 

 

• Some real-life examples (of many!) 
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Today’s lecture is more about process than about facts.  Wherever your physics career takes you, you will be called upon to analyze some situation.  I suggest that you take the attitude that you can analyze almost any problem, if you start off simply enough and keep at it.



Particle Detector Optimization 

• How To Design a Detector 
Physics à Detector Specs. à Detector Design 
Concrete example: central tracking detector 

• How to estimate, parameterize, model, scale, etc. to 
understand various real-life situations: 

• Effect of Changing Magnet Specs 
– change in cryostat size 
– change in expected B-field strength 

• Trade-offs between detectors 
– allotting space between CTOF and CND 

• Mistakes to Avoid 
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My first topic is to show how we designed the central tracking detector.Start with the physics; calculated detector specs., and then come up with a design.My last topics will be a few case studies involving estimating effects; the art here is to concentrate on the essential- remember that accuracy is more important than precision.



CLAS12 Tracking: physics a design 

Start from the Physics 
• Physics constraints:  

– electron beam 
– higher momentum tracks, smaller cross-sections  

• Detector goals: 
– good momentum and angular resolution 
– capability to run at L=1035cm-2s-1, good vertex resolution, 

robust 

• Detector design: 
– central solenoid and Moller absorber; forward torus 
– forward tracker: Si strips + 3 stations of drift chambers 
– central tracker: Si strips 
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We do electron fixed-target experiments, and the beam energy was doubling so more particles would go forward, and at higher momenta, than in the original CLAS experiments.  Many of our experiments require detecting particles by missing-mass techniques which require good 3-momentum resolution.These cross-sections are small, so we aimed for a 10-fold increase in luminosity.  Our conceptual design had a central detector within a solenoid and a forward detector (Cerenkov, trackers, TOF, shower counters) within the six cryostats of our toroidal magnet.



Goals: Specifications: 
measure flux-factor 
accurately 

q ~ 1 mrad 
dp/p < 1% 

select an exclusive reaction 
by missing momentum 

dp < .05 GeV/c 
dq p < .02 GeV/c  
sinq df p < .02GeV/c 

small  
cross-sections 

L = 1035/cm2/s 
high efficiency 

good acceptance Df ~ 50% at 5o 

Physics goals a general design spec’s 
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Electron cross-sections are calculated as the product of a virtual photon flux times the interaction probability of the virtual photon with the nucleon target; for inclusive scattering a function of the virtual photon 4-mom.-squared (qsq) and the hadronic center of mass energy, W; for exclusive cross-sections there are other parameters such as the c.m. angle of production of the meson and baryon in the case of two-particle exclusive final states, for example.It is important that our tracking resolution be good enough to calculate the flux-factor to an accuracy of a few percent, and that we are able to distinguish one missing baryon from, for example, a missing baryon plus a missing pion.  This sets our resolution requirements.Our desire to reconstruct the whole event with good efficiency in a high-background situation sets our requirement for many channels.



Tracking  Specifications Summary 

Particle Detectors 

Fwd. Tracker Central Tracker 

Angular coverage   5o – 40o   

(50% f-coverage at 5o) 
  35o – 125o       

(> 90% f-coverage) 
Momentum 
resolution 

  dp/p < 1%   dp/p < 5% 

q Resolution   1  mrad   5 – 10  mrad 

f Resolution   1  mrad/sinq   5  mrad/sinq 

Luminosity   1035 cm-2 s-1   1035 cm-2 s-1 
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We first simulated the performance of our forward detector, and then matched the specification goals of the central detector to that of the forward – i.e. we approx. matched their performance – no sense having one completely dominate the resolution; this means you have over-spec’s the better one.‘‘Henry Ford, it is said, commissioned a survey of the car scrap-yards of America to find out if there were parts of the model T Ford which never failed. His inspectors came back with reports of almost every kind of failure: axles, brakes, pistons all were liable to go wrong. But they drew attentionto one notable exception, the kingpins of the scrapped cars invariably had years of life left in them. With ruthless logic Ford concluded that the kingpins on the Model T were too good for their job and ordered that in future they should be made to an inferior specification



CLAS12 Tracker Early Design - 2007 

• measure charged tracks (5o – 140o)  
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Central tracker: 
 
•single-sided Si strips 
•barrel: 4 x 2, fwd: 3 x 2 
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DC’s:  same concept  
as CLAS chambers 
 
•hexagonal cells 
•6 sectors, 3 regions 
•2 super-layers/region 
•6 layers/super-layer 
•112 wires/layer  (24192) 
•angled endplates  
•on-board pre-amps 
 

Présentateur
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Early ~2007 design:  a solenoid and central angle detector, followed by a high-threshold Cerenkov counter designed to detect and trigger on electrons (pions can’t fire it until 5 GeV/c or so), followed by a toroidal magnet and three stations of drift chambers (r1, r2, r3), then another Cerenkov counter for hadron identification, TOF counters and shower counters.



Discussion: physics a spec’s a 
design 

• are the tracking spec’s adequate to do the physics?  
– (need feedback from proposers) 

• what studies could confirm this? 
– specific studies with FASTMC; specifically, for an 

experiment with a charged track in the central region 

• what are the options if the background rates are 
much higher than expected? 

• what is the effect on the physics if the resolution 
went up by 1.5?  if the minimum lab. angle were 
6o? or some other moderate change to the spec’s? 
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design, set specs, change design, review, re-calculate, change design ….. ask a lot of questions and get smart outsiders to review your work



Silicon Vertex Tracker: Conceptual 
Design 

Particle Detectors 

• Polygons formed from 
identical modules 

• Concentric ‘rings’ 
• Good resolution in f 
• Small-angle stereo 

means poor Z and q 
resolution 
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here is our early conceptual design for a Silicon vertex tracker.  It consists of polygonal ‘rings’ of detector formed from identical individual planar strip detectors with small-angle stereo.  Simulations showed great resolution if pperp and phi, but poor in the z and theta variables.



Specifications: Central Design Features 
L = 1035/cm2/s 
-solenoidal shield 
-separated fwd.-bck. 
- large backgrounds 

many strips 
small stereo angle (fewer 
ambiguities) 
four 2-layer superlayers 

good dp/p, dq 5 T central field 
75 mm readout pitch 
dp/p ~ 1/(rin - rout)2 

+/- 1.5o stereo angles 
good acceptance butt-joint design 

wire-bonded staves 
reliability identical sensor cards 
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SVT: spec’s a design concepts 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
From our physics spec’s we came up with design features for the SVT detector. 



SVT Design Decisions 

single-sided strips mature technology; more material 
75 mm strip pitch read out: 150 mm 
4x2 (SVT); 3x2 (FSVT) robust track-finding 
only two sensor types rectangular (SVT) 

trapezoidal (FSVT) 
1.5o (stereo): SVT good enough; dq ~ df 
9o (stereo): FSVT fits 20-gon; too many ambig.’s ? 

butt-joint construction simple; easy to simulate 

wire-bonded staves need good mechanical support 
SVX4 chips well-known 
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Early (~2007) design decisions; some have been changed.  We dropped the forward Silicon in favor of a Micromegas-based vertex detector, and we changed readout chips to FSSR.



Major Questions: SVT design 

• double-layer technology has less multiple 
scattering          - why not use it? 

• isn’t 6 layers in fwd. direction overkill? - how many 
are needed? 

• is the clocking of the central polygon optimal to 
minimize dead areas? 

• why have we chosen SVX4?    what is its time 
window and charge sensitivity? 

• is wire-bonding too risky? 
• place for MicroMegas? what about FSVT? 
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Ask good questions and ask them early.



Effect of multiple scattering? 

Particle Detectors 

2008 study of effect of doubling 
Silicon thickness: comparing  
resolutions for double-sided vs. 
single-sided  

• affects dp/p for low 
momentum tracks 
 

•  dp/p at 0.4 GeV/c increases: 
2.5 à 3.2% due to doubling 
of Si 
 

•  dp/p at 0.4 GeV/c increases 
from 3.2 à3.4% due to 
doubling of C 
 

•  small effect; go single-sided 
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Here is a study that showed the relatively small effect of using single-sided Silicon technology.  Note that the effect is even smaller if you realize that the momentum error is the fractional error times the momentum.



Will SVT work at 𝐿𝐿 =  1035/𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐2/𝑠𝑠 ? 

Particle Detectors 

effect of  
40 X background 
a fake tracks +/- 3o stereo 

+/ 1.5o stereo 
normal background 

Rate effects: fake tracks, 
stereo angle 
 
High background 
-    problem is NOT dead-time 
- problem is FAKE rates 

 
Fake tracks 
- “sister” tracks (share hits) 
- “independent fakes” are at 

low momentum 
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Here is a study done with a very simple FORTRAN code which used cuts only to find track candidates and did averages of 3-point calculations (not fits!) to calculate momenta.  We identified the key problem with high background: the production of ‘sister’ tracks; tracks in which there are close-by background hits in one layer and for which the tracker cannot distinguish between the two possibilities.  An algorithm which picks one (and not the other) will be sometimes wrong -  the efficiency will not suffer but the resolution will.  It is an open analysis question of whether it’s better to simply throw out such candidates and suffer the inefficiency or keep them and suffer the loss of resolution.



Study of effect of “region” 
mis-alignment in azimuthal 
and radial direction 

•20 micron azimuthal misalignment                
à 2% momentum shift at 1.6 GeV/c 
 

• 500 micron radial misalignment              
à 2% momentum shift 
 

• 750 micron misalignment in z-position    
à 2% momentum shift 
 

• à azimuthal alignment is critical 
 

•Write fabrication specifications 
 

Effect of mis-alignment? 
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From studying the "pshift" plots, one can see that moving region 2from ideal has a larger effect than moving either region 1 or region 3.The effect of an azimuthal shift of 200 microns is large: a shift inthe momentum of 20\% at a momentum of 1.6 GeV/c.  If we wish to keepthis shift below 2\% then we need to control the azimuth to 20 microns.Note that with our total stereo crossing angle of 3\degg, we need to keep the z position within 100 microns in order to keep the resultingazimuthal shift to below 5 microns and thus negligible with respect tothe 20 micron tolerance on azimuth.The momentum shift due to a radial change is independent of momentum.This is because the component in the azimuthal direction of such a shift grows with curvature (~ 1/p) but the fraction effect is smallersince the curvature is larger.  At any rate, the momentum shift isabout 7\% for a 2 mm radial change, implying that we have to control theradius to about 0.5 mm to keep the momentum shifts below 2\%.



Position Accuracy* 

Sensor position 
accuracy (µm) 
Module Fabrication*** 

Module position 
accuracy (µm) 
Detector Assembly*** 

Physics 
Requirement** 

X 5 -10 ? 15 – 20 ? 20 

Y 250 ? 250 ? 500 

Z 10 – 20 ? 50 ? 750 
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X 

Z 

Z 

X 
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* Accuracy numbers given at the “1-s” level 
** To achieve  (dp/p < 2%) for momenta < 1.6 GeV/c 
*** After construction and survey 
 
àazimuthal tolerance tight  
 à accurate construction and survey needed 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
We concluded the study by proposing numbers for the fabrication contract, which were accepted.



BST Resolution: Systematic Effects 

Physics a tracking requirements  
              a detector specifications 
 
Expected Resolution à meets physics requirements 
 
Granularity (# channels) à can run at L = 1035cm-2s-1 

 
Effects on resolution (design change, fabrication tolerance) 
 - Increased multiple scattering: small effect 
 - Construction mis-alignment:                                          
  ‘extra’ momentum resolution  < 2% 
 

“Design Validated”   
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We concluded that the specifications met the physics goals, that the design met the specifications and that the fabrication method could achieve the manufacturing specifications.



CLAS12 Central Tracking  
Add Micromegas ?  

Two options: 
SVT- only 

• Four double-layers (+/- 1.5o stereo), central (35-135o) 
region 

• Three double-layers (+/- 9o stereo), forward (5- 40o) 
region 

• Central part: rectangular sensors as polygonal 
“cylinders” 

• Forward part: trapezoidal sensors arranged in disks 
Mixed SVT - Micromegas 

• Central: two double layers SVT, three double layers 
Micromegas 

• Forward: ?, three double layers Micromegas in a disk 
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We realized that a mixed Silicon and Micromegas design might give better performance.  A number of dedicated studies proved our intuition correct.  Let me show you one, done by a colleague from Saclay, Dr. Sebastien Procureur.



Résultats 
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3 dispositifs ont été étudiés: 
- 4x2 SI    (a = ±1.5°, et s = 43 mm) 
- 4x2 MM (a = 0 et 90°) 
- 2x2 SI+ 3x2 MM 

spT/pT ®  SI(+MM) sq ®  MM 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Here are calculated momentum and polar angle resolutions plotted versus perpendicular momentum for three different detector configurations: 4 double-layers of Silicon (black squares), 4 double-layers of Mi icromegas (blue circles) and a mixed system of 2 double-layers of Silicon and 3 double-layers of Micromegas.  Our boss, Dr. Volker Burkert, decided that we should have a final system with 3 double-layers of Silicon and 3 double-layers of Micromegas to allow for efficient operation even if modules fail.  Here is an important point: the overall detector should still work fairly well even in the face of component failure.



Silicon + Micromegas ? 

• simulations show mixed solution best, 
but 
– can Micromegas work with a cylindrical 

geometry? 
– can Micromegas work in a high, 

transverse   B-field ? 
• Review the technology 
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After deciding in principle for a mixed Si/MM design, we needed to review the technical aspects of the proposal involving physicists and engineers.
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Many detailed studies were done; two formal reviews were held, one for feasibility, another for optimum staging; much progress was made on fabrication techniques, use of resistive layer readout, and a combined amplifier, digitizer, readout chip
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Monday Feb. 18th : Drift Al-mylar electrode laying 
                                                 (pillars implantation) 

v1 mechanical structure just arrived 
for laying/implantation studies 

Prototype #1 : Y Cylinder  

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
First time use of a cylindrical format.



Test of a resistive detector 

→ 1st small prototype 

→ Resistive detectors planned for the Forward MM, and maybe the Barrel 

- Same signal shape as for non resistive 
- Excellent homogeneity so far 
- Gains up to 40,000 (!) 
- Ageing study in progress:  
                  already ~ 3 years of CLAS12 operation 
- No visible sparks ⟹ no dead time 
- May not  need chip protections ⟹ higher S/B (+17%) 

Présentateur
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Resistive readout solves the worst problem of early MM: sparks!



Summary: CLAS12 Vertex Detector 
Design 

• Early studies established detector specifications 
• Silicon-only design:  

– good rate dependence, good vertexing 
– moderate dp/p, poor q resolution (small-angle stereo) 

à study combined Silicon + Micromegas 
– simulations showed mixed-system was best 
– review identified magnetic-field dependence and sparking 

as concerns 
– extensive prototyping and resistive-readout design 

resolved issues 
• spec’s à concept à simulate, proto-type à repeat 
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We gradually converged on a mixed Silicon-Micromegas solution after many simulation  and prototyping efforts.



Effect of Torus Outer Dimensions 
on CLAS12 Tracking 

 

What cryostat dimensions are important? 
 - hub radius, cryostat width 

How does this affect drift chamber placement? 
 - the “region 2” chamber moves out radially 
 - the “coil shadow” increases 

How does this affect forward tracking? 
 - no effect on resolution or efficiency 
 - decreases solid angle 

• no effect on momentum or polar angle coverage 
• reduces azimuthal coverage 
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I am going to talk about the effect on the physics of a possible increase in the CLAS12 toroid’s hub radius or cryostat width; i.e. the outer dimensions of the toroid.  We have three stations of tracking drift chambers going downstream from the target: region 1, region 2 and region 3.  The region 1 and 3 chambers are mounted to the upstream and downstream faces of the toroid and so their ideal placement is unchanged.  However, the region 2 chambers are mounted between adjacent cryostat faces, so if those faces come closer together, the region 2 chamber must move out radially.  This does not change the resolution or efficiency of the chambers.  I’ll also show that it does not change the lab momentum or polar angle coverage of tracks; however, it does decrease the azimuthal angle coverage due to the larger dead area in the ‘shadow’ of the coils.



Torus Geometry 
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Beam’s eye view  
of torus with one  
chamber installed 

If cryostat width 
increases, chamber 
moves outward; 
larger ‘shadow’ 
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If the cryostat width increases, the region 2 chamber moves outward and the dead area in the cryostat ‘shadow’ increases.



How does this affect solid angle ? 
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Example of a track  on the edge of 
CLAS12 acceptance: 
-an elastically scattered electron 
at 7o, 10.1 GeV/c 
 
ànote that if a track passes 
through region 1 and region 3, it 
goes through region 2 with more 
than 10 cm to spare 
 
àno effect on p or q acceptance 

 
àreduced azimuthal coverage        

due to ‘coil shadowing’ 
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Here is an example of a trajectory of the smallest angle elastically scattered electron which we can detect: at 7 degrees witha momentum of 10.1 GeV/c; drawn by our event display program, ced, with the full magnetic field strength displayed.Note: the darkest colors correspond to about 2 Tesla.A coil width change will not change the positioning of the reg. 1 or 3 chambers, and if a particle passes through them it also goes through reg. 2.  Thus, there is no effect on the limits of our p or theta coverage, but as I showed in the previous slide the fraction of ‘live’ area in the azimuth is decreased.



CLAS12 Azimuthal Coverge 
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Fractional solid angle 
for nominal width (11.4 
cm) and two examples 
of coil width increase 

5o : .50 à .46 à .28 
for width increase of 
1 or 5 cm., resp. 
à 8% / 44% loss 

7o : .64 à .60 à .48 
for width increase of 
1 or 5 cm., resp. 
à 6% / 25% loss 

20o 

 2% / 8% loss 
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Here is how much we estimate the azimuthal coverage to be decreased by an increase in coil width.I’ve plotted the fractional azimuthal coverage on the vertical axis (0  1) versus the polar angle (0  30 deg.)for three cases: Nominal width is the solid line (11.4 cm cryostat width); the other two curves are for cryostat widths of 12.4 and 16.4 cm, respectively (i.e. an increase of 1 or 5 cm.)Note that the effect is larger for small angles: at 7 degrees the two hypothetical increases cause solid angle losses of 6 or 25% respectively; while at 20 degrees, the two increase scenarios result in much smaller losses, 2 or 8%, respectively for a 1cm or 5 cm. increase.  The effect is also approximately linear with respect to a change in the width.In the next slide, I will show the effect of cryostat width changes on event acceptance for various examples of final states of interest to our physicists, for changes of width of 1 or 2 cm.



Effect on Accepted Number of Events? 
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Experiment  type Effect of 1cm 
Increase 

Effect of 2cm 
Increase 

70 Electron 6% 12% 

5o Electron 
(outbending) 

8% 16% 

20o Hadron 2% 4% 

20o Photon 2% 4% 

e’K+P(p-) 10%   
(12% outbending) 

20% 
(24% outbending) 

e’Pg 10% 
(12% outbending) 

20%  
(24% outbending) 
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This table summarizes the effect on solid angle coverage of the two hypothetical increases.The first three rows summarize what I’ve shown: the effect on single particle acceptances.The last two rows give a simple estimate of the size of the effect on an experiment to detect the electronand two other particles: a ‘typical’ event would have a low angle electron (here at 7 degrees) and two hadrons at modest angles (here at 20 degrees).For these events with 3 particles detected, the decrease in solid angle (which can be mitigated by an increasein running time) amounts to a 10% effect for a 1cm increase in cryostat width and a 35 – 40% effect for a 5 cm increase.



Summary: Effect of Changing 
Cryostat Width 

What cryostat dimensions are important? 
 - cryostat width directly affects dead ‘shadow’ area 

How does this affect drift chamber placement? 
 - the “region 2” chamber moves out radially 

How does this affect forward tracking? 
 - no effect on resolution or efficiency 
 - decreases solid angle 

 à ~ 10 – 12 % loss in solid angle for a 1 cm 
increase 

 à  approximately linear with size of change 
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Here is the data to be used for optimization of the choice of cryostat widthas we balance potential engineering or financial advantages of increased width versusloss of solid angle (and thus events) of future CLAS12 experiments.



Effect of Reducing B-Field by 25% 

• 25% reduction in B-field increases dp/p by 30% and increases missing-mass 
resolution 
 

• For an 11 GeV electron beam, total hadronic mass greater than 1.5 GeV, 
and a p+N final state with the p+ detected, the RMS of the mass distribution 
increases from 18 MeV to 23 MeV 

à lower signal to noise ratio, and a worse statistical error.   
 

• Assume S/N 1:1   Statistical error is  ~  𝑆𝑆 + 𝐵𝐵 𝑆𝑆⁄  
• 30% increase in signal width will have the same statistical error if the beam 

time is increased by 15%. 
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The fractional momentum resolution (dp/p) is inversely proportional to the B-fields strength and thus would increase by 30%.  Using a simple kinematic program and our estimated errors and a random number generator, I estimated the missing mass distribution’s width (sigma) for typical pi+ n events to be 18 MeV.  Re-running my program with the momentum resolution increased by 30% gave me a 23 MeV RMS width.  Here is an important point, you might not trust my calculation of 18 MeV because of the simplicity of my program and kinematic assumptions, but you can better trust the ratio of the widths.I then turned this worsening of the signal width to a worsening of the statistical significance of some hypothetical measurement, and concluded that if you increased the number of events by 15% that the final statistical significance of a longer run with worse resolution would be the same as the initial case.  This change of basis is important because decision-makers can deal with the concept of a 15% increase in beam time easier than understanding the consequences of a 30% worsening of momentum resolution.



Settling a ‘SpaceWar’ 
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Area of 
conflict: 
 
CTOF 
vs. CND 
 
at stake: 
 
4 mm of 
prime 
radial 
space !! 
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Here is a (beautiful) picture of the CLAS12 central detector.  I have circled the interface between the central time-of-flight counter and the central neutron detector.  Space was tight and if any was left over, they both argued that they should get it.



“apples” vs. “oranges” 

• 4mm thickness at stake 
• CTOF ~ 3cm,  CND ~ 10CM 
• reducing CND by 4mm à lowers 

neutron efficiency by 4% 
• reducing CTOF by 4mm à worsens its 

timing resolution from 60 to 65 ps 
Neither big, but which is worse? 
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The problem was that losing the space would decrease the efficiency of the CND by 4% and would increase (worsen) the time resolution of the CTOF by about 8%.  How can you compare efficiency to time resolution?



change of resolution à change of momentum range 

• How do we analyze an 
experiment? 
– measure K+ with p+/K+ = 

5:1 
– CTOF: 30 cm flight path, 

60ps resolution 

• 3s separation for 65ps 
case at .70 GeV/c; 
moves to .74 GeV/c for 
60ps resoltuion 

à extended momentum 
range from .7 to .74 
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I first calculated flight-time differences to the CTOF for 90deg. particles; one being a pi+ and the other being a K+.  The difference (about 0.2 ns) divided by 65 ps gives a value of 3 (3 sigma separation) at a momentum of 0.7 GeV/c.  If the resolution is improved to 60 ps, the “3sigma” momentum increases from 0.7 to 0.74 GeV/c.  Okay, so what?  Now we have to think about how we do experiments.



change of resolution à change of efficiency 
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Here is a useful way to plot things.  On the left, I’ve plotted theoretical time distributions for a pion and a kaon sample, where there are 5 times as many pions as kaons.On the right hand side, I show the integrated pion efficiency versus some kind of cut value. Notice that as the cut approaches a time of 1.1 ns, the pion efficiency (times rate!) has dropped to a small value.For the Kaon, I’m showing not the cut efficiency versus value but 1-ineff. vs. value.At the cross-over point, there are as many ‘fake’ pions above the cut as ‘lost’ kaons below it.A very useful plot.  Be careful, we have not let 10% of the pions leak through, only 2%, but since there are 5 times as many pi’s as K’s, the pion background is 10%.



60 à 65 ps; 90 à 84% efficiency 
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60ps à “10% detector” 
For some cut value, we 
have a 10% background 
and a 10% inefficiency; 
90% efficiency., S/N = 9:1 

65ps à “13% detector” 
87% efficiency, S/N = 6.7:1 
 
Raise cut to achieve 9:1 
à K efficiency drops to 84% 
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A close-up view of the spectra shows the cross-over point to be 10% for the 60 ps case and 13% for the 65 ps case; in the latter case a cut at the cross-over would exclude 13% of the kaons and would let an equal number of pions into the selection region.A 10% cut yield a Signal to Noise ratio of 9:1.Now we can still get a S/N of 9:1 even for the 65 ps case, if we simply move the cut up.  You can convince yourself by looking at the graph, that a cut a K efficiency of 84% gives a pion leak-through of about 9% for a S/N of 9:1, but the price we pay is the loss of K efficiency from 90% to 84%.So a 4mm move results in an efficiency loss of 4% for the CND and ~6% for the CTOF.Apples vs. apples!



How Do Detectors Fail* ? 

• design flaws 
• fabrication flaws 
• bad environment 

• high background rate 
• electronic noise 
• magnetic field 
• ….. 
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*or fail to work properly 
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
The two rules of detector-building:1- it must work2- it must work wellThere are many ways to mess up: bad design, bad fabrication or unplanned-for surprises in the event environment … not to mention things like hurricanes, etc.



Prototype prototype prototype prototype 
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aluminum 
‘hexcel’ 

endplates 

“Ryton” 
plastic 

feedthrus 

Straight-
thru holes 
in slanted 
endplate 

all great new 
innovations!! 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
We built our first large prototype - ~700 sense wires, wires ~2m long,Endplates were aluminum ‘hexcel’, beautiful blue-coated, made mainly for airplanes; the plastic for the feedthroughs was ‘Ryton’, used for high voltage by the power industry, to keep things inexpensive and accurate we drilled holes perpendicularly through the endplates; wires rested on the plastic feedthrough ends.  We built and strung it, flowed gas through it, turned it up to high voltage and waited for it to ‘burn in’



The “Large 
Blue 

Prototype” 
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Prototype: reveals design flaws 
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 sense wire 

 field wire 

 field wire 

5 mistakes: 
1. insulated endplate 
2. plastic tip on feedthru 
3. field wires at ground voltage 
4. bad choice of plastic 
5. ran voltage on ‘auto-reset’ 

corona discharge 
wire breakage 
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
We made five mistakes:1- we unwittingly used a metal plate covered by a thin insulating layer of epoxy as the endplate2- we let the wire rest on a dielectric plastic3- we ran the field wires at ground voltage4- we selected a plastic filled with tiny glass rods5- during burn-in, we had high current draws (see 4, above) so we left the HV on auto-reset overnightWhat happened:The sense wire lying on the plastic induced a dipole charge in the plastic which in turn raised the local charge density (and hence, gas gain) on the sense wire near the tip so we had larger than normal avalanches in this region.  Because the endplate was at ground, many of the positive ions followed the field lines to the endplate surface, where, because it was insulating, they could not move but built up a static charge … which cause electrons in the metal underneath to tunnel through the insulator and travel on up to the wire, starting a new avalanche and igniting the self-sustaining corona discharge.  Meanwhile we had a large current draw in the chamber which we tracked down to the hydrophilic properties of the plastic (because the glass was in the form of rods, not beads).  Blaming this only on the plastic, we left th HV supplies on auto-reset and maintained the corona discharge (which we eventually saw) until wires starting breaking.



5 Improvements: Lots of Stress 
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5 ‘fixes’: 
1. conducting endplate 
2. metal tip on feedthru 
3. field wires at negative voltage 
4. glass-bead loaded plastic 
5. ran voltage on ‘trip-hold’ 

corona discharge 
wire breakage 
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 sense wire 

 field wire 

 field wire 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Very stressful summer.  Our engineers thought the problem was the wires resting on a surface.  They argued that they were being stressed past their yield point.  I countered that our very low wire tensions didn’t allow that to happen, and that the problem was corona discharge.  We built a small chamber to purposefully induce corona discharge, a little 10cm by 10cm chamber.  We could induce bad effects such as growing ‘whiskers’ in real time, but no corona and no wire breakage.  Eventually my boss agreed with my physics arguments and over-ruled the engineers and we went ahead with our design and a successful  15-year run.  But the main lesson is “Prototype !!”



Parting Words 

When I was a post-doc at U-Chicago, I 
had a colleague, Carla Grosso-Pilcher.  
Her 5-year old son, Marco, told her he 
had done an experiment. 
 
“What did you learn?”, Carla asked. 
“Never make the wrong mistake.” 
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backups 
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CLAS12 Experiment Characteristics 
 

• electron beam 
• small cross-sections (exclusive reactions, 

Q2-dep.) 

• measure hadronic state 
– reject extra particles (missing mass) 
– other cuts: co-planarity, etc.  

• forward-going particles 
– small laboratory angles  

• broad coverage in center-of-mass  
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Let’s get started (or rather let’s go back in time) and see how we developed specs for CLAS12 and then came up with a design that met those specs.



early GEANT4 ‘sketch’ 
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
ok, the big programs can certainly make prettier pictures than your hand-written code !!
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